Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0). http://pos.sissa.it/ 3.65 × 10 33 cm −2 s −1 . In 2012 the beam energy was increased to 4 TeV and the peak luminosity, constantly above 10 33 cm −2 s −1 , rose to 7.7 × 10 33 cm −2 s −1 , close to its design value. At the end of February 2013 the LHC was shut down, ending its first data-taking phase ("Run 1"). Almost two years of repair and upgrade activities, concerning both the accelerator and the detector, took place, after which the LHC was successfully restarted ("Run 2") at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, close its the design value.
In July 2012 a particle with properties consistent with those of a Higgs boson was discovered by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC. In this report I summarise the results of the measurements performed by the ATLAS experiment of the properties and the searches for rare and forbidden decays of this particle using the Run 1 LHC data, before concluding with an outlook on the future perspectives.
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Introduction
The main aim of the ATLAS experiment (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) [1] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2] is the investigation of physics above the electroweak symmetry-breaking (EWSB) scale, in an energy range previously unexplored. Expected to be located approximately within 100 and 1000 GeV, this scale becomes experimentally accessible in the highly energetic collisions of multi-TeV proton beams accelerated inside the LHC.
In the Standard Model (SM) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] of elementary particles, spontaneous EWSB arises from the presence of a doublet of complex Higgs fields with a non trivial vacuum structure, characterized by a set of degenerate ground states that minimize the Higgs-field potential and have non-zero expectation value, v = 246 GeV. As a consequence of EWSB, the W and Z gauge bosons and the fundamental matter particles (quarks and leptons) acquire a mass, which otherwise needs to vanish for the SM lagrangian without the Higgs field to be renormalizable and gauge-invariant. The quantum excitations of the Higgs field near the physical vacuum correspond to a new fundamental, scalar, electrically neutral particle, the Higgs boson H, whose couplings to the other particles are predicted to be proportional to the particle masses [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . The mass of the new boson must be below 1 TeV in order to ensure that the longitudinal W boson scattering amplitude, which otherwise would grow with the center-of-mass (CM) energy ( √ s) squared, does not violate unitarity for √ s 1 TeV. The first evidence of a particle with a mass around 125 GeV and properties consistent with those of a Higgs boson was obtained by the ATLAS [14] and CMS [15] experiments in July 2012 based on the analysis of approximately 5 fb −1 of proton-proton (pp) collisions at √ s = 7 and 5 fb −1 of pp collisions at √ s = 8 TeV produced by the LHC in 2011 and 2012, respectively. After the discovery, the larger dataset collected until the end of 2012, before a 2-year long shutdown, has allowed the two collaborations to perform further studies, including precision measurements on some properties of this particle and searches for decays that are rare or even forbidden in the SM. In this report I will summarise the results of such measurements performed by the ATLAS experiment, before concluding with an outlook on the future perspectives.
Experimental setup 2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC [2] is a two-ring superconducting hadron accelerator and collider, whose tunnel is located between 45 m and 170 m underground, beneath the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva, Switzerland. With a length of 26.7 km, a maximum achieved pp center-of-mass energy √ s = 13 TeV (in 2015) and a design value of √ s = 14 TeV, the LHC is the world's largest and highestenergy particle accelerator.
Bunches of more than 100 billion protons each circulate in opposite directions in the two rings, and collide in four interaction regions. The LHC started to collide protons at the end of 2009, first at √ s = 900 GeV, and later at √ s = 2.36 TeV. In March 2010, after a short winter shutdown, collisions of 3.5 TeV proton beams were successfully established, and then delivered to the experiments throughout the rest of 2010 and 2011, with a short interruption during winter 2010-2011. The instantaneous peak luminosity was progressively increased from about 10 27 cm −2 s −1 to constructed by the ID with two complementary track-finding algorithms that start from space points in the silicon (pixel and microstrip) detectors and from hits in the TRT [16] . The typical transverse momentum resolution from the simulation is σ p T p T = 0.05% p T GeV ⊕ 1%. Electron and photon candidates are reconstructed and identified using information from the electromagnetic calorimeter and the inner detector, as described in Refs. [17, 18] and Refs. [19, 20] , respectively. Their energies are calibrated from the raw signals in the cells of the electromagnetic calorimeter using the algorithms described in Ref. [21] , with a typical resolution σ E E = 10% √ E/GeV ⊕ 0.7% in the central part of the calorimeter (|η| < 1.37) and slightly worse in the more forward region 1.37 < |η| < 2.47.
Electron candidates in the region |η| < 2.47 are identified by associating charged-particle tracks with deposits of energy in the electromagnetic calorimeters. The large signal induced on the TRT anode wires by transition radiation X-ray photons and the lateral and longitudinal development of the electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter allow electron/pion discrimination. The TRT information is combined with shower shape variables of the electromagnetic calorimeter, leakage in the hadronic calorimeter, track quality, track-cluster distance and E/p into an algorithm designed to identify prompt electrons with high efficiency and good rejection of background from hadronic jets.
Photon candidates with |η| < 2.47 are identified as deposits of energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter that are either not associated to charged-particle tracks or are matched to tracks consistent with a γ → e + e − conversion. Shower shape variables of the electromagnetic calorimeter and leakage in the hadronic calorimeter are used to distinguish prompt photons from backgrounds from hadronic jets.
Muon candidates are formed starting from tracks reconstructed either in the ID (|η| < 2.5) or in the MS (|η| < 2.7) [22] . If a track is reconstructed both in the ID and in the MS, the two independent momentum measurements are combined. In the center of the barrel region (|η| < 0.1), which lacks MS coverage, ID tracks are identified as muons using the profile of the associated energy deposits in the calorimeter. Quality requirements on the number of hits in the ID and/or in the MS and on the agreement between the momentum measurement of the two subdetectors (in case a track is reconstructed by both) are used to suppress background muons coming mainly from pion and kaon decays, as well as hadrons reconstructed as muons. The muon momentum resolution σ p T /p T increases from around 3% for p T = 20 GeV to ≈ 10% at p T = 1 TeV. Jets with |η| < 4.5 are reconstructed from three-dimensional, noise-suppressed topological clusters of calorimeter cells, using the infrared-and collinear-safe anti-k t algorithm [23] with radius parameter ∆R = (∆η) 2 + (∆φ ) 2 = 0.4. The topological clusters are formed by grouping together cells that have significant energies compared to the expected noise and are adjacent with each other either. The jet four-momenta are constructed from a sum over their constituent cells, treating each as an (E, p) four-vector with zero mass, and are then recalibrated [24, 25, 26] to account for instrumental effects, such as inactive material and non-compensation, as well as for the additional energy due to pile-up. The jet energy resolution, σ E E = a √ E ⊕ b E ⊕ c, has a sampling term a of about 60% in the central pseudorapidity region (|η| < 1.5) and about 100% in the more forward regions; the constant term c is around 2 − 3% for |η| < 2.5 and up to 10% for |η| > 2.5, while the noise term b is of the order of a few GeV. Quality criteria based on the jet timing information and on the fraction of jet energy in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, as well as on the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the ID tracks matched to the jet, are applied to suppress fake jets from calorimeter noise, cosmic rays and beam-related backgrounds. For jets in the ID acceptance (|η| < 2.5), the fraction (jet vertex fraction, JVF) of the scalar sum of the p T of the tracks, associated with the jet and matched to the selected primary vertex, with respect to the scalar sum of the p T of the tracks associated with the jet is sometimes required to be greater than a certain threshold (0.25 − 0.75) to reduce the number of pile-up jets. Jets from b-quarks (b-jets) in the ID acceptance (|η| < 2.5) are identified by means of multivariate algorithms [27] that use as input quantities like track impact parameters and the presence of displaced secondary vertices to separate b-jets, c-jets and light jets (from light quarks and gluons). For a b-jet efficiency of 80% the typical rejection factors are 26 and 1400 for c-jets and light jets, respectively.
The missing transverse energy E miss T is reconstructed from energy deposits in the calorimeters and from muon tracks (since muons deposit only small amounts of energy in the calorimeters) [28, 29] . For each calorimeter cell belonging to three-dimensional, noise-suppressed topological clusters, the transverse energy vector E T = E sin θn is computed, where E is the measured energy, θ is the polar angle, andn is a unit vector, in the transverse plane, pointing from the beam axis to the cell. E miss T is the magnitude of the vector opposite to the sum of the E T vectors measured in the calorimeter and of the transverse momenta p T of the reconstructed muon tracks. The calorimeter cell energies are calibrated according to the particle type (photon, electron, hadrons, ..) assigned to the cluster they belong to. As a consequence of momentum conservation and of the quasi-hermeticity of the ATLAS detector, a large missing transverse energy is an indication of high-p T weakly-interacting particles (like neutrinos) produced in the pp collisions. 2 Leptonic decays of the τ leptons are identified by the presence of an electron or a muon and missing transverse energy. Hadronic τ decays are reconstructed as jets that are matched to one or three tracks with p T > 1 GeV and are within a cone of radius R = 0.2 around the jet axis [30] . The total charge of the three tracks must be equal to ±1. Background from hadronic jets is suppressed through a multivariate algorithm that uses as inputs the tracks with p T > 1 GeV and the energy deposited in the calorimeter in the two regions ∆R < 0.2 and 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 with respect to the jet axis.
SM Higgs boson production and decays at the LHC
In the SM, the Higgs boson is a scalar particle with even parity (J PC = 0 ++ ). Its couplings to the other SM particles are determined from the particle masses and the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, v ≈ 246 GeV (as measured from muon decays). The Higgs boson couplings are proportional to their masses m f , g H f f = m f v ; for vector bosons V (V = W, Z) of mass m V , the couplings are proportional to the masses squared: g HVV = 2m 2 V v . The Higgs boson mass itself, m H (and thus also its self-coupling λ ) is not predicted by the SM; however, since the couplings are known, once the mass is fixed all the production and decay properties (cross sections, branching ratios, total width) of the Higgs boson are known since all the partial widths to any ff or VV state can be calculated. The number of those that would be reconstructed however is much less, as will be shown in the following, due to the detector acceptance and the efficiencies of the reconstruction and selection criteria.
The main Higgs boson production mode is gluon fusion (ggF), contributing to 86% of the total cross section, followed by vector-boson fusion (VBF: 7%), associated production with a vector boson (V H: 5%), and associated production of a bb or tt pair (bbH, ttH: 1.5%). The different production processes are sensitive to different Higgs boson couplings:
• gluon fusion and ttH or bbH are dominated by amplitudes in which the Higgs boson interacts with two top or two bottom quarks and are thus sensitive to the couplings to two fermions, t and b;
• VBF and V H production are induced by amplitudes in which the Higgs boson interacts with a VV pair and are thus sensitive to the couplings to the vector bosons, W and Z.
Experimentally, the different production processes are characterised by different signatures; modes that contribute less to the total cross section compared to the dominant mechanism of gluon fusion typically produce additional particles that can be identified with good efficiency and lead to final states that can be selected with better signal-to-background (S/B) ratio. In particular:
• VBF events, in which two quarks from the colliding protons radiate two vector bosons that annihilate into a Higgs boson, are characterized by two additional jets (from the two quarks that have radiated the bosons), with large invariant mass and rapidity separation, with little hadronic activity in between;
• in V H events there is a vector boson that can be identified by means of its decays to leptons or quarks. In the former case one requires either zero leptons (usually electrons or muons, due to their higher identification efficiency and background rejection compared to τ) and large E miss T from Z → νν decays (BR ≈ 20%); one lepton and large E miss T , with transverse invariant mass near m W , for W → ν decays, = e, µ (BR ≈ 22%); or two same-flavour, opposite-sign leptons with invariant mass m ≈ m Z for Z → decays (BR ≈ 6.7%). In the latter case a pair of high-p T jets with invariant mass close to m W or m Z is searched for in order to reconstruct hadronic W (BR ≈ 67%) and Z (BR ≈ 70%) boson decays;
• ttH events are characterised by two top quarks that disintegrate promptly to W bW b, with the W bosons then decaying either leptonically or hadronically. The events are thus characterised by: a large number of jets, from the top and the hadronic W decays; b-jets, from the top decays; leptons and E miss T from the leptonic W decays.
For m H = 125 the total width of the SM Higgs boson is small (Γ H ≈ 4.1 MeV) compared to the experimental resolution in any of the final states that are produced. At such a mass, many Higgs boson decay channels are kinematically allowed and have non-negligible branching ratios.
The main decay mode is the disintegration into a bb pair (BR ≈ 57%). Its reconstruction in gluon fusion events, however, is complicated by the overwhelming background from QCD production of multi-jet events. For this reason, H → bb decays are mostly searched for in the "cleaner" V H production mode, where the vector boson decays leptonically. Such events constitute only about 0.6% of the events in which a Higgs boson is produced.
Decays to other pairs of quarks (cc) or gluons (gg) have large BR (≈ 3% and ≈ 9%, respectively) but can't be easily discriminated (due to the absence of a dedicated charm jet tagging) and are affected by larger backgrounds compared to bb (since the Z+light jet cross section is larger than that of Z+b-jets as a consequence of the parton distribution functions of the colliding protons).
Decays to a pair of vector bosons have BR ≈ 22% (H → WW * ) and BR ≈ 2.7% (H → ZZ * ). However, the final states that have the best sensitivity are those in which both vector bosons decay leptonically, H → ZZ * → 4 and H → WW * → ν ν, that correspond to only approximately 0.01% and 1% of all the Higgs bosons initially produced. Other bosonic decays produce final states with photons: H → γγ (BR = 0.22%) and H → Zγ (BR = 0.15%). The latter, however, is reconstructed in the Z → decay channel to suppress background from QCD γ+jet events; only approximately 0.01% of all the Higgs bosons that are produced decay to such final state.
Among the leptonic decays, the one with the largest branching ratio is that to τ pairs (BR = 6.3%). Decays to µ µ or ee final states, which have better invariant mass resolution due to the absence of neutrinos and the good resolution of the EM calorimeter and of the tracker, and suffer from less backgrounds, have much smaller branching ratios due to the hierarchy of the lepton masses and the proportionality of the Higgs boson couplings to m f : for instance, for H → µ + µ − the branching ratio is around 0.02%.
Taking into account the previous numbers and the typical values of the product of the acceptance times efficiency of 30 − 40% for the final states without neutrinos (γγ, 4 , γ, µ µ) and of 2 − 10% for the others, one can see that the number of Higgs boson candidates that are selected in the final sample used by ATLAS to study their properties is quite smaller than the half million initially produced by the LHC Run 1 pp collisions: "only" a couple of thousand candidates.
The Higgs boson search: general approach and 2012 discovery
In July 2012 both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations announced the discovery of a particle with mass near 125 GeV and production rates consistent with those of a SM Higgs boson. Both experiments used approximately 10 fb −1 of pp collisions (5 fb −1 at 7 TeV and 5 fb −1 at 8 TeV). The discovery was based on the combination of signals mainly in two channels, H → γγ and H → ZZ * → 4 . In both final states, the signal was found and the production cross section was measured using this general approach:
• the final state of interest is identified, for instance by looking for events with two photons reconstructed in the detector;
• a selection is applied in order to suppress as much as possible the background while keeping a good signal efficiency. The selection exploits the differences between signal and background in terms of event topology and interactions of the particles produced with the detector, and is usually optimised on simulated signal and background samples. As an example, in the case of the di-photon final state, after the reconstruction a large fraction of the di-photon candidates is due to photon-jet and di-jet events in which one or two hadronic jets with a neutral meson (π 0 , η) carrying a large fraction of the jet momentum and disintegrating to two collimated photons are reconstructed as a single photon by the reconstruction algorithm. These "reducible" backgrounds are suppressed by requiring the reconstructed photon candidates to have energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter that are consistent with those of an EM shower from a true, prompt photon. In addition the two photon candidates are required to be "isolated" from nearby hadronic activity, by requiring that the energy deposited in the hadronic calorimeter and the energy deposited in the EM calorimeter near a photon (typically in a cone of radius ∆R = 0.4 around the photon direction) is small.
• after the selection, the sample contains the signal and a remaining amount of background. A statistical procedure [33] , based on a maximum-likelihood fit to one or more observables with different expected distributions for signal and background, is performed in order to determine the signal yield, N S . In the fit, the signal distribution is usually estimated from simulated events, while that of the background(s) is obtained from a combination of simulation and data control samples. For the H → γγ search, as well as for most of the searches presented here, the most obvious choice of observable to discriminate signal from background is the di-photon invariant mass, m γγ . Due to four-momentum conservation, the signal m γγ distribution peaks at the true Higgs boson mass m H , with a width dominated by the experimental photon energy resolution. For the background, which after the selection is dominated by non-resonant di-photon production, plus some residual contamination of photon-jet and di-jet events, the m γγ distribution is smoothly decreasing, and its parameters can be determined directly from the data by looking at regions of m γγ in which no signal is expected.
• finally, the number of signal events that is measured is compared to the expected statistical fluctuations of the data in the background-only hypothesis, and discovery is conventionally claimed if the probability ("p-value") that the background fluctuates to yield a fake signal yield as large as N S is 3 × 10 −7 , which corresponds to the area in the tails of a Gaussian distribution beyond 5σ . This probability is usually denoted as p 0 , or p-value of the background. The signal production cross section times branching ratio is measured dividing the measured yield by the integrated luminosity of the data L int , and the signal acceptance and
The results are often quoted in terms of the signal strength µ, which is defined as the ratio between the measured signal yield and the SM prediction. In absence of a significant excess, upper limits are set on the production cross section at 95% confidence level (CL) using a modified frequentist (CLs) method [34] , by identifying the value of the cross section for which the CL s is equal to 0.05.
The number of events (or the signal strength µ) is obtained through the maximisation of the
where L is the likelihood function, α is the "parameter of interest" (N S or µ) and θ is the set of nuisance parameters, i.e. all other parameters of the likelihood, including background and signal model parameters and systematic uncertainties. Given the observed data, the likelihood function is maximised for α =α and θ =θ ; for a fixed value of al pha, the likelihood function is maximised for θ =θ (α). Maximising the likelihood (either inconditionally or for a fixed value of α) with respect to its nuisance parameters is also called "profiling" and the nuisance parameters are said to be "profiled".
To increase the sensitivity to the Higgs boson signal, several decay channels are investigated and combined together, so that the probability of the background to fluctuate simultaneously in the different reconstructed final states to give fake signals is smaller. An additional strategy to increase the sensitivity to the signal is to use more than one discriminating variable in the final fit, in order to obtain a better separation between signal and background, either through a multi-dimensional fit to many observables or through a one-dimensional fit to the response of a multivariate algorithm combining several input observables in a single output variable.
Clearly, the probability that the background fluctuations can mimic a signal of a certain size depends on the signal and background cross sections and efficiencies, but also on the resolution for signal events on the discriminating variable x used in the fit. This is due to the fact that background fluctuations can only mimic a signal if they take place in regions of x where the signal is expected to be found. For this reason the decays to γγ and ZZ * → 4 final states, with an invariant mass resolution at the 1-2% level, are the ones that provide the best sensitivity compared to other final states (like ττ, WW * , bb) with higher production cross sections but larger backgrounds and worse (10-15%) invariant mass resolution. Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distribution of the di-photon and four-lepton selected candidates that lead to the Higgs boson discovery in July 2012. An excess with respect to the background near 125 GeV is visible in both final states. The p 0 as a function of m H is shown in Fig. 3 , after combining the results in these two channels with those of a search for H → WW * → eν µν with 8 TeV data and with previously published results of searches for H → ZZ * , WW * , bb and τ + τ − in 7 TeV data. The maximum deviation from the background-only hypothesis takes place for m H = 126 GeV and has a significance of 5.9σ . 
Higgs boson characterisation with the full ATLAS data from LHC Run1
After the discovery of this new resonance, ATLAS has collected three times more data at 8 TeV before the LHC stopped colliding protons and was shut down for two years (after a few weeks of heavy-ion collisions). An extensive program of characterisation of the newly discovered boson, based on this larger dataset, was undertaken and led to many important measurements of the properties of this particle, showing a good agreement with the expectations for a SM Higgs boson. In this section I will review such measurements.
Higgs boson mass
As already said, the SM does not predict the Higgs boson mass, even though constraints on it can be deduced from theoretical arguments like that from the unitarity of WW scattering mentioned in the introduction. However, a precise measurement of the Higgs boson mass is crucial for any further Higgs boson study, for at least a couple of reasons. The first one is that in the SM the Higgs boson sector is determined by only two parameters, the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field v, which is known, and m H , so that once the Higgs boson mass is measured, all the partial widths, production cross sections and decay branching ratios can be calculated. The second one is that in the SM quantum corrections to many observables in the electroweak sector depend on the masses of the top quark (m t ), of the W boson (m W ) as well as on m H , so that a consistency test of the Standard Model can be performed by comparing direct m t and m W measurements to the indirect constraints obtained from fits to SM observables after fixing m H , as shown in Fig. 4 . Using the channels with largest significance and best invariant mass resolution, ATLAS has measured the mass m H by looking at the position of the di-photon and four-lepton invariant mass peaks [36] . For these results the latest energy-scale calibrations of photons, electrons and muons, based on larged samples of Z and J/ψ decays to di-leptons and radiative Z → γ decays, have been used. The mass is obtained through a fit to the invariant mass distributions in order to maximise the profile likelihood ratio Λ(m H ). In the fit the signal strengths for the di-photon and the fourlepton channels are not constrained to the SM expectation (µ = 1) nor, in the simultaneous fit to the combined dataset, to be identical to each other. The profile likelihood ratio as a function of the Higgs boson mass is shown in Fig. 5 . The three functions obtained from the di-photon final state, the four-lepton final state and from the combination of the two datasets are shown. The mass is measured to be m H = 125.36 ± 0.37 ± 0.18 GeV. 3 The measurement is currently limited by the statistical uncertainty; the dominant sources of systematic uncertainties are the contributions to the electron and photon energy scale uncertainties from:
• the uncertainty on the amount of material in front of the calorimeter (≈ 70 MeV);
• the uncertainty on the non-linearity of the energy measurement at the cell level, mostly from the relative calibration of the different gains used in the calorimeter readout (≈ 70 MeV);
• the uncertainty on the relative calibration of the different calorimeter layers (≈ 50 MeV);
• the uncertainty in the modeling of the lateral electromagnetic shower distribution in the simulation (≈ 50 MeV).
The level of consistency between the mass measurements in the two channels is estimated by allowing the mass to be different in the two channels (m 4 H and m γγ H ), rewriting the profile likelihood in terms of m 4 H and of ∆m H = m γγ H m 4 H , and profiling m 4 H in the fit. The measured value of the mass difference in the two channels is ∆m H = 1.47 ± 0.67 ± 0.28 GeV, indicating a 2.0σ compatibility between the two channels.
Recently these results were combined [37] with those obtained in a similar way by the CMS collaboration. In the fit the signal strengths of each channel are assumed to be the same between the two experiments. 4 . The combined measured mass of the Higgs boson is m H = 125.09 ± 0.21 ± 0.11 GeV, with a remarkably small relative uncertainty, at the level of two per mil (still statistically limited). The mutual compatibility of the m H results from the four individual channels is tested using a profiled likelihood ratio with four masses in the numerator and a common mass in the denominator. The resulting compatibility, defined as the p-value of the fit, is 10%.
Higgs boson production and decay rate strengths
The Higgs boson production and decay rate strengths are defined as the ratios between the measured values and the SM expectations of the production cross sections σ i (for a particular process i) and of the branching ratios BR f for the decay to various final states f :
Such quantities are measured by reconstructing Higgs boson decays to many final states and identifying signal events produced by different production modes by exploiting their different topologies, as described in Sec. 3. This is achieved by classifying the selected events in event categories c, based on quantities like the presence of an additional same-flavour, opposite-sign dilepton pair with invariant mass near 91 GeV (mostly ZH events) of the presence of two high-p T jets with large invariant mass and pseudorapidity separation (mostly VBF events, with an important contamination from gluon fusion events with simultaneous radiation of hard jets). After subtracting the background, the number of events in data in each category c is given by:
where A c i f is the acceptance for events of the type i → H → f classified as belonging to category c, ε c i f is the detection efficiency for such events that are in the detector acceptance, and L c int is the integrated luminosity for the given category. The acceptances A c i f are obtained, together with the SM cross sections and branching ratios σ SM i and BR SM f , from theoretical calculations, assuming m H = 125.36 GeV; the efficiencies ε c i f are estimated from simulations of the detector response to signal events; and the integrated luminosity and the signal yields are measured experimentally. A maximisation of the profile likelihood ratio Λ({µ i , µ f }) then leads to an estimate of the signal strengths.
If the discovered particle is the SM Higgs boson all measured values of µ i and µ f should be equal to one. Viceversa, if all measured values of the strength factors are equal to one, then the discovered particle is most likely the SM Higgs boson or has properties very similar to it, since otherwise the product A c i f × ε c i f would be different from the one estimated using theoretical calculations and simulation based on the SM Higgs boson kinematics for at least one or few categories, unless subtle cancellations of SM deviations in the acceptance and the efficiency occur.
The measurement of the signal production and decay rate strengths is based on the analyses of several final states predicted by the SM. An overview of the analyses used as inputs is given in Table 1 . The combination of such analyses is described in Ref. [38] . Among the final states being selected, the one with the best S/B is ZZ * → 4 , with an S/B ≈ 1.5; other final states have typical S/B of a few % after the full selection, with the exception of the rare decays H → Zγ and H → µ µ, for which S/B is at the level of a few per mil, due to nonresonant Z + γ and to Z → µ µ events. The invariant mass resolution is at the 1-2% level for γγ, ZZ * → 4 , Zγ → γ and µ µ, and about ten times larger for H → WW * , ττ and bb. As can be seen from the table, the bosonic Higgs boson decays (γγ, ZZ * , WW * ) are clearly observed, except for the Zγ final state. Among the fermionic decays, a strong evidence is found for the leptonic decay H → ττ, while only a weak hint of H → bb decays is observed and there is no evidence of H → µ + µ − decays.
Assuming a common multiplier µ to all production cross sections and decay branching ratios, the observed event yields in each category lead to a global signal-strength value of µ = 1.18 ± 0.10(stat) ± 0.07(syst) +0.08 −0.07 (theo) = 1.18 +0.15 −0.14
where the labels stat., syst. and theo. refer to statistical, systematic, and signal theoretical uncertainties, respectively. The signal theoretical uncertainty includes contributions from uncertainties in SM cross sections and branching ratios as well as in the modeling of the production and decays of the Higgs boson. The largest source of experimental systematic uncertainty is from background estimates in the analyses of individual channels. This result is consistent with the SM expectation of µ = 1, with a p-value of 18%. Figure 6 shows the signal strength factors for different production modes and different decay modes. The former are obtained assuming SM values for the ratios of the branching ratios of different Higgs boson decays and with some simplifying hypothesis on the cross sections of the rarer production processes (µ bbH = µ ggF , µ tH = µ ttH , µ W H = µ ZH ). The latter are obtained assuming SM values for the cross-section ratios of different production processes. All strengths are consistent with the SM expectation of one. All individual measurements of the signal-strength parameters are consistent and compatible with the combined value, with a p-value of 76%. Among the production modes, ggF is clearly observed with a > 5σ significance, and a > 4σ evidence of VBF production is found; there is no evidence yet of V H (although evidence for it is provided by the results of the CDF and D0 experiments) and of ttH. Combining the results from various analyses with sensitivity to ttH production, its strength if found to be larger than one by slightly more than one standard deviation; the observed and expected upper limits on it are µ ttH < 3.2 and 1.4, respectively.
Similar measurements have been performed by the CMS collaboration [50] on a dataset of similar size. Combining the ATLAS and CMS results together [51] yields a global signal strength µ = 1.09 +0.11 −0.10 , whose uncertainty is dominated equally by statistical and theory systematic uncertainties. All production and decay rate strengths are in agreement with the SM. The combined significance of VBF production and of H → ττ decays exceed 5σ ; the latter provides the first direct observation of couplings of the discovered particle to fermions. Intriguingly, also CMS finds hints of an excess of ttH production with respect to the SM expectation; the combined best-fit value of µ ttH is 2.3 +0.7 −0.6 , leading to a ≈ 2σ excess with respect to the SM prediction and to an evidence of ttH production at the 4.4σ level.
Higgs boson total and differential production cross sections
The total Higgs boson production cross-sections for each production mode are obtained by multiplying the SM predictions by the measured production strengths µ i . The theoretical uncertainties on the absolute values of the SM Higgs boson production cross sections are removed from µ i . Summing the cross sections of the different production modes the total cross sections are determined to be: Differential cross sections are measured as a function of several observables that are sensitive to various theoretical effects: perturbative QCD modelling in ggF production (Higgs boson transverse momentum p H T and rapidity y H ), modeling of partonic radiation in ggF as well as the overall rate and modeling of jets in VBF, V H and ttH events (number of jets N jets in the event and p T of the leading jet, p j1 T ). The differential cross sections are determined from the background-subtracted events yields taking into account detector efficiencies, fiducial acceptances and (SM) branching ratios to the two final states under study. The selected events are not classified in the productionmode sensitive categories used for the measurement of the signal strengths; rather, differential yields as a function of the observable under study are extracted, either from fits to the diphoton mass spectra for the H → γγ channel, or from the background subtracted data yield in a m 4 mass window of 118 to 129 GeV for the H → ZZ * → 4 channel. The measurements in the two channels are found to be in good agreement with each other, with p-values from compatibility tests in the range 56-99%, and then combined. Statistical uncertainties dominate all resulting distributions, ranging from 23% to 75%. The measurements are compared to state-of-the-art predictions, as shown in Fig. 7 . The shapes of the distributions measured in data are found in good agreement with the predictions, with p-values between 8% and 88%, while the overall normalisation is larger in data by approximately 50% (2 standard deviations) of the prediction: the total production cross section is determined to be σ (pp → H) = 33.0 ± 5.3 ± 1.6 pb.
The differential cross sections measured with the H → γγ final state are also used to set constraints on beyond-SM (BSM) Higgs boson interactions within an effective field theory framework [53] . The cross-sections are compared to the predictions of an effective lagrangian that includes new CP-even and CP-odd interactions between the Higgs boson and photons, gluons, W-bosons and Z-bosons. Such interactions are forbidden by the SM and can lead to changes in the kinematic properties of the Higgs boson and of the associated jet spectra. The leading-order predictions obtained from Madgraph5, interfaced to PYTHIA6 to model hadronisation and underlying event, are reweighted to account for higher-order QCD and electroweak corrections to the SM process, assuming that these corrections factorise from the new physics effects. A simultaneous fit to five differential cross sections leads to constraints on the parameters of the effective lagrangian. All the coefficients of the terms of the lagrangian leading to new physics effects are found to be consistent with zero and limits on their magnitude are set at levels between 0.2 and 2 × 10 −4 .
Couplings of the Higgs bosons to the SM particles
The coupling strengths of the Higgs boson to SM vector bosons and fermions in different benchmark models are determined from a combined analysis [38] of the measurements presented in Sec. 5.2. The analysis assumes that the signals observed in the different channels originate from a single narrow resonance with a mass near 125. 36 GeV, that the production and decay kinematics of the discovered particle are compatible with the SM expectation, and that the tensor structure of its couplings is the same as in the SM (i.e. a pure CP-even state).
In the zero-width approximation, the cross section σ (i → H → f ) for on-shell measurements is written as
where σ i is the Higgs boson production cross section through the initial state i, Γ f its partial decay width into the final state f , Γ H the Higgs boson total width, and each κ j is the scale factor of the Higgs boson coupling strength to the particle j (κ j = 1 in the SM). The leading-order expressions for the cross sections and partial widths are used to parametrise their dependence on the coupling-strength modifiers: for instance, the cross section σ W H is written as σ W H = κ 2 W σ SM W H , and the partial width Γ ττ is Γ ττ = κ 2 τ Γ SM ττ . In some of the fits, effective scale factors κ g , κ γ and κ Zγ are introduced to describe the processes gg → H, H → γγ and H → Zγ, which are loop-induced in the SM. In other fits they are treated as a function of the coupling-strength scale factors to the particles that contribute to these SM loop processes: for instance, the di-photon partial width modifier is k 2 γ = 1.59κ 2 W + 0.07κ 2 t − 0.66κ W κ t , taking into account the contributions from W and top-mediated loop amplitudes and their interference (which, by the way, allows their relative sign to be probed).
The Higgs boson total width depends on invisible or undetected decays (Γ H =
1−BR i.,u. Γ SM H ); since such decays are not experimentally constrained, only ratios of coupling strengths can thus be measured by ATLAS without assumptions about Γ H . To make measurements of absolute coupling strengths, some assumptions must be made. In some cases, the branching ratio BR i.,u. to invisible or undetected decays is assumed to be zero. In other cases, the coupling strength modifiers for vector bosons k V are assumed not to exceed one, as is the case in many BSM models and as necessary if the Higgs boson should solve the unitarity problem in vector boson scattering. A third alternative is to assume that the coupling strength scale factors for on-shell Higgs boson production are identical to those for off-shell Higgs boson production. Constraints on the off-shell couplings are set looking at ZZ(→ 4 , 2 2ν) and WW (→ eν µν) events in the mass range above the 2m Z and 2m W thresholds [54] . The off-shell signal strength at an energy scaleŝ is
where κ 2 g,off−shell (ŝ) and κ V,off−shell are the off-shell coupling scale factors associated with the gg → H * production and the H * → VV decay. Due to the statistically limited sensitivity of the analysis, the dependence of the off-shell signal strength and coupling scale factors onŝ is neglected. Interference effects with the gg → VV background are large, of negative size, and accounted for in the analysis. Other simplifying hypotheses are:
• the background predictions are nor modified by any new physics which modifies the off-shell couplings;
• there are nosizeable kinematic modifications to the off-shell signal nor new, sizeable signals in the search region of the analysis unrelated to an enhanced off-shell signal strength;
• the ratio between the k-factors for gg → VV , which is unknown, and that of gg → H * → VV , which is calculated, is in the range 0.5-2.0;
• to combine the results of the two channels, the ratio between the ZZ and WW cross sections is assumed to be as predicted in the SM for both the on-and off-shell processes. Figure 8 shows the ZZ invariant mass distributions in data used to constrain (with similar distributions from WW decas) µ off−shell . A 95% CL upper limit of 8.1 is set on µ off−shell ; without systematic uncertainties, the limit of 6.5. The dominant systematic uncertainties originate from theoretical uncertainties on the interference between the gg → H * → VV and the gg → VV processes and on the K-factor of the two processes. Many benchmark models are tested and the corresponding coupling strength modifiers are extracted, including:
• models with universal coupling-strength scale factors κ F for all fermions and κ V for all vector bosons (with no undetected or invisible Higgs boson decay, or assuming that loop processes have only SM content);
• models with universal coupling-strength scale factors κ d , κ u and κ V for down-type fermions, up-type fermions and vector bosons, respectively (assuming that loop processes have only SM content);
• models with universal coupling-strength scale factors κ l , κ q and κ V for leptons, quarks and vector bosons, respectively (assuming that loop processes have only SM content);
• models with SM couplings to SM particles but with BSM contributions in loop vertices (thus modifying κ g , κ γ , κ Zγ ) and possibly also to the total width;
• generic models with or without new particles in loops and in decay. Such models include also the case when the SU(2) custodial symmetry of the SM is violated (κ W = κ Z ).
All tested configurations yield coupling strength scale factors (or ratios of coupling strength scale factors in case no assumption about the total width is applied) consistent with the SM; this is shown in Figure 9 for the case of generic models with a large number of coupling scale factors allowed to be different from one. The negative sign of κ t relative to κ W is disfavoured. Combining the ATLAS results with similar ones from CMS [50, 51] leads to results that are still consistent with SM expectations, with reduced uncertainties. In particular, in the generic model with no new particles contributing to loops and decays, the uncertainties on the measured coupling scale factors are about 10% (W , Z), 14% (t, τ), and 21% (b), respectively.
Higgs boson width
In the SM the total width of the Higgs boson for m H = 125. 36 GeV is expected to be 4.12 MeV and thus significantly smaller than the detector resolution even in the channels with the best resolution (of the order of 1.5-3 GeV), i.e. H → γγ and H → ZZ * → 4 .
A direct limit on the decay width of the Higgs boson is set from the observed width of the invariant mass peak in these two channels, under the assumption that there is no interference with background processes. In the fit to the data, the signal probability density function entering the likelihood ratio is the convolution between the detector resolution function and a nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner with floating width Γ H [36] . Such studies yield upper limits on the Higgs boson width that are three orders of magnitude larger than the SM prediction: 5.0 GeV and 2.6 GeV in the di-photon and four-lepton channels, respectively, at 95% CL.
An indirect limit on the decay width is obtained from an alternative approach, based the study of off-shell Higgs boson production described in the previous section, from the ratio between the off-shell and the on-shell signal strengths [54] . This approach exploits the fact that the off-shell signal strength is independent of the Higgs boson total width (see Eq. 5.7), while the on-shell signal strength depends on Γ H :
(5.8)
With the same simplifying hypotheses described for the extraction of the off-shell coupling strength scale factors, the 95% CL upper limit on Γ H is 23 MeV.
Higgs boson spin and parity
The SM Higgs boson is a scalar (J PC = 0 ++ ). Experimentally the spin and parity of the particle discovered in July 2012 with mass near 125 GeV can be determined from some kinematic distributions of signal events in H → γγ, H → ZZ * → 4 and H → WW * → ν ν decays. In the di-photon channel, kinematic variables sensitive to the spin of the resonance are the di-photon transverse momentum and the production angle of the two photons. In the four-lepton channel, the distributions of the five production and decay angles depend on the spin and parity of the resonance. In the WW * → ν ν channel, due to the spin correlations between the leptons arising from angular momentum conservation, several kinematic distributions (the di-lepton invariant mass, transverse momentum, azimuthal separation and the transverse mass of the leptons and of E miss T ) are sentitive to the spin and parity of the resonance.
The pure J = 1 hypothesis is excluded from the observation of the H → γγ decay (Landau-Yang theorem) as well as from previous studies of H → ZZ * and H → WW * decays [55] . In the most recent study of the Higgs boson spin and parity by ATLAS [56] , the SM hypothesis is compared to alternative spin-0 models: a pseudoscalar boson J P = 0 and a BSM scalar boson J P = 0 + h , which describes the interaction of the Higgs boson with the SM vector bosons with higher-dimension operators. Graviton-like tensor models with J P = 2 + with universal and nonuniversal couplings to quarks and gluons are also considered. In addition to the fixed spin and parity hypothesis tests, the possible presence of BSM terms in the Lagrangian describing the HVV vertex of the spin-0 resonance is also investigated. The HVV interaction is described in terms of an effective Lagrangian that contains the SM interaction and BSM CP-odd and CP-even terms. An effective field theory approach is adopted to describe the interaction between the resonance and the SM vector boson. After subtracting the contribution from background events, the distributions of the selected observables in the three bosonic decay channels are in good agreement with the 0 + hypothesis, disfavouring the alternative models considered at more than 99.9% CL.
Beyond-SM Higgs boson decays
All the measured properties of the resonance discovered in July 2012 so far are consistent with the SM expectations (width, spin, parity, couplings to all other SM particles). However, the level of precision of such measurements is sometimes quite limited (in particular, for the couplings to most elementary particles). Moreover, there are theoretical reasons for believing that the SM is not the ultimate theory of nature, but only its low-energy, approximate (though in excellent agreement with the data), version.
Many BSM theories predict a richer Higgs boson sector, with either more final that can be produced in the decay of the Higgs boson or with additional Higgs bosons. Studies of the Higgs boson sector are thus a portal to the investigation of such models. ATLAS has performed many searches of "exotic" (i.e. strongly suppressed or forbidden in the SM) decays of the Higgs boson discovered with mass near 125 GeV, including recent searches of:
• lepton flavour violating decays (H → µτ) [57] ;
• decays to invisible final states [58, 59, 60, 61] ;
• decays to J/ψγ and ϒγ [62] ;
• decays to "dark" gauge bosons Z D (H → ZZ D → 4 ) [63] .
ATLAS has also performed searches of additional Higgs bosons, including recent searches of:
• a pseudoscalar A boson decaying to ZH(125) [64] ;
• a scalar boson decaying to ZZ(→ 4 , 2 2ν, 2 2q, 2ν2q) [65] ;
• a scalar boson decaying to di-photons [66] ;
• heavy charged Higgs bosons decaying to W Z [67] and τν [68] .
No deviation from the SM found in any of such searches. In the H → τ µ decay channel, in which CMS observed a 2.5σ excess, in the 8 TeV data, ATLAS finds an excess with only a 1.3σ significance, and sets an upper limit on the branching ratio of 1.85% at 95% CL. Combining the results of the searches of invisible decays of Higgs bosons produced either in association with vector bosons decaying to lepton or quark pairs or in VBF, an upper limit of 23% on the invisible branching ratio of the Higgs boson is set at 95% CL. Limits on the production cross sections of extra Higgs bosons are set at the level of few fb to hundreds of fb for Higgs boson masses up to several hundred GeV. Going from √ s = 8 TeV to √ s = 13 TeV, the SM production cross sections for a Higgs boson with mass near 125 GeV in Run 1 increase by factors ranging between 2 (V H) and 3.9 (ttH). The cross sections at 14 TeV are slightly higher than the 13 TeV ones. The background cross sections are also larger at √ s = 13 TeV than at 8 TeV, typically increasing two (W , Z, γγ) or three times (tt).
Future perspectives
In Run2, the increase of integrated luminosity (four times larger) and the larger signal cross sections due to the increase of the center-of-mass energy compared to Run 1 will lead to a sample that is approximately one order of magnitude larger than in Run 1 and will allow more precise studies of the Higgs boson sector. Such large dataset will allow more precise measurements of the Higgs boson couplings to bosons and to the heaviest fermions (t, τ) and of fiducial and differential cross-sections at √ s = 13 TeV. Some exclusive production (V H, ttH) and decay modes (H → bb) should be finally observed with significances larger than 5σ , and the Higgs boson coupling to b quarks should be measured with O(10%) accuracy. More data will also shed light on a few excesses observed in Run1 (H → τ µ, ttH), and the increase of the beam energy will significantly improve the sensitivity of BSM searches of heavy particles related to the Higgs sector, since the cross sections of processes taking place at energy scales of several hundred of GeV (or multi-TeV) increase by factors that are much larger (even by one order of magnitude or more) than those of the backgrounds.
Ultimately, the huge sample collected at the HL-LHC should lead to measurements of Higgs boson couplings to the few % level, to observe at more than 5σ its couplings to second generation fermions (in H → µ µ), to obtain a strong evidence of loop-induced rare decays like H → Zγ, to set some constraints on the Higgs boson self-coupling [69, 70] and to perform many direct BSM searches with unprecedented experimental sensitivity.
Conclusion
The ATLAS and CMS experiments have discovered in July 2012 a new particle, with mass near 125 GeV, decaying to pairs of bosons (γγ, ZZ * , WW * ). Using the √ s = 7 and 8 TeV pp collision data delivered by the LHC during Run 1 (2010-2012), ATLAS has measured with an uncertainty at the level of 0.3% the mass of this resonance (m H = 125.36 GeV) and has investigated in great detail is other properties. All the results are consistent with the expectations for a SM Higgs boson of such a mass.
Evidence has been obtained for the decay of this particle to fermions (τ + τ − ) and for production in vector-boson fusion, as well as in the dominant mode of gluon fusion; hints of production in associated modes (V H and ttH) and of decays to bb have been found. Spin and parity hypotheses alternative to the SM prediction (J P = 0 + ) are disfavored at > 99.9% CL, and the measured upper limit on the total width (Γ H < 22.7 MeV) is consistent with the narrow width (4.12 MeV) expected in the SM. The observed production cross sections and decay branching ratios of this particle, as well as its couplings to the weak bosons and to the heavier elementary fermions, are in agreement with the SM within uncertainties at the 10-20% level. No evidence has been found of decays of this particle to final states that in the SM are either forbidden or suppressed to below the current experimental reach (like H → µ µ and H → Zγ), nor strong indications of additional Higgs bosons have been found.
The new LHC data-taking period at √ s = 13 TeV (Run 2) that started in 2015 and the longer term LHC and ATLAS data-taking plans will allow a rich and diversified program of searches for deviations from the SM or for extra states in the scalar sector. After the Higgs discovery era, a new period of precision measurements has thus just started.
